Tournament Recaps—Palmbrook CC, Orange Tree, Grand Canyon University
We have been back and forth across The Valley the last three weeks with more large turnouts. Stats are in the table below. Here
are a few highlights:
· The field of 69 players at Orange Tree is an SGL record, topping the second Ringers round total of 67 at Orange Tree back in
December
·

Kyle Voda’s net 62 at Palmbrook CC is the lowest net in the league this year

· The combination of hardest (#18) and easiest (#6) holes at Orange Tree has been the same for all four Ringers rounds and the
average strokes over par have been remarkably consistent
· There were three more eagles over the three weeks by Geoff Miller on Palmbrook’s par-5 2nd, Sean Esway on Palmbrook’s par5 17th and Steve Oliva on GCU’s par-5 10th. Those bring the league total for the year to an even two dozen.
·

Randy Thomas scored back-to-back Flight 3 wins at Palmbrook and Orange Tree

· Amy Arnold claimed CTPs in all three of these rounds, has four in the last five weeks and is now the league leader with 10 on the
year

Next Up—Ocotillo (White/Gold)
Ocotillo is this week’s destination—our third visit of the season. And this one will complete two rounds on each of the three nines.
This time it’s the White and Gold combination. Tee times start at 6:45.

Ringers Update
The Orange Tree round was the fourth of the five 2020-21 Ringers rounds, and as we approach the final there are good races going
on in every flight. The table below shows how things would shake out if the contest was over after four rounds. These are not the
actual standings from a raw scoring standpoint. You can find those here for gross and net. Because you can only win in one
category, this represents how the four places for gross and net would currently fill in.
The fifth and final Ringers round at Orange Tree is set for April 17.

Three Weeks Until the Start of the Albrecht Cup Playoffs
We are down to three events before we begin our four-week march to the 2021 Tony Albrecht Cup. If you need to rack up some
more Cup points for better positioning or if you need to get to eight events played to make yourself eligible, we do have capacity.
As we go to press there are:
·

13 spots available at Ocotillo this weekend

·

17 at Orange Tree (but jump on these quickly, as they will fill up with Ringers players) on 4/17

·

2 spots at Southern Dunes on 4/24

Also, be sure to secure your spots for the playoffs. Current openings for those rounds include:
·

27 at Copper Canyon on 5/1

·

6 at Verrado (Founders) on 5/8

·

9 at Lone Tree on 5/15

·

24 at Talking Stick on 5/22

We will likely look at expanding the availability for those middle two rounds, but in the meantime, don’t wait.

Handy Links:
New Golf Genius Portal
SGL Schedule
SGL Facebook Page
Past Newsletters
Video Library
Sign Up for Events
Check Signup Status
Check Event Results
SGL Logo Golf Shirts
Post a Score to WHS (GHIN)

